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Topic A:

Ensuring the Human Rights of infrastructure workers in Qatar

due to the upcoming World Cup 2022.
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I. Quorum:

1.Common Wealth of Australia

2.People’s Republic of Bangladesh

3.Federative Republic of Brazil

4.People’s Republic of China

5.Arab Republic of Egypt

6.French Republic

7.Georgia

8.Federal Republic of Germany

9.Republic of India

10.Republic of Indonesia

11.State of Japan

12.Republic of Kazakhstan

13.Republic of Kenya

14.United Mexican States

15.Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal

16.New Zealand

17.Islamic Republic of Pakistan

18.Republic of Philippines

19.State of Qatar

20.Russian Federation

21.Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

22.Kingdom of Spain

23. Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka

24.Swiss Confederation

25.Republic of Turkey

26.Ukraine

27.United Arab Emirates

28.United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

29.United States of America

30.Socialist Republic of Vietnam



II. Introduction to the Committee

The United Nations is an intergovernmental organization that encourages discussion and global

cooperation between nations; it was established in 1945 and now has 193 Member States. Finding

points of agreement between states and fostering international collaboration are also among its key

goals. The United Nations takes action on a number of topics that affect mankind, including gender

equality, sustainable development, peacekeeping, security, and a number of other challenges.

One of the most significant UN organizations, the Human Rights Council prioritizes the defense of

human rights around the world. The U.N. General Assembly formed it in 2006 in an effort to handle

abuses effectively, such as the absence of action in crisis zones when personnel's individual protections

were not being upheld. The first ever UNHRC session took place from June 19th to June 30th of 2006.

The UN General Assembly had elected to review the committee's actions and functioning five years

after it was created.

In June of 2016, the committee celebrated its tenth anniversary by reiterating the purpose of the

UNHRC and reflecting on all of the achievements accomplished and goals reached during those 10

years of existence.



III. Statement of the Issue

With the 2022 Qatar World Cup coming up in November, global soccer fans are urging the county

to improve working conditions for those who will find themselves involved with the construction and

service during the event. Qatar has already deported several immigrant laborers they hired to build new

facilities and hotels for the event due to their protesting about their unpaid wages (BBC, 2022). Many

workers have been killed due to work-related accidents and their families will not receive compensation

after losing the main income of their home . This issue not only affects Qatar but the world due to the

image it's setting for future games. FIFA ( The Federal International Football Association) has only made

statements but has not taken actions to reprimand Qatar for its actions. This is a disruption of peace and

justice and has impacts that not only will damage the present but the future as well. It is of vital importance

to implement work safety protocols to ensure the future safety of all workers, not only in Qatar but the

next hosting nations. With the 2026 North American World Cup it is necessary to protect all employees

before massive construction starts.



IV. Topic History

In Qatar, over 6,500 people from neighboring countries such as India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh,

and Sri Lanka have died due to horrible working conditions since FIFA awarded Qatar with the games

(TheGuardian, 2021). It is estimated that around twelve workers have died since the renovation began. This

is just an estimate, the total death toll is assumed to be much higher. Over the past ten years, Qatar has

exploited and abused its workers with the rapid construction of seven new stadiums, a new airport, roads,

transport systems, hotels, and a completely new city all to host the fans and teams visiting for the game.

Investigations have exposed Qatar's failure to protect its migrant workforce with its highly bizarre death rate

among its young workers. But behind these exploited workers, there lies tarnished families who have been

left with their main income source and are struggling to gain compensation over the unfair circumstances of

their family members' deaths. Those who have not died or been deported, are currently forced to live in

inadequate housing, pay hefty recruitment fees, have their earnings withheld, and have their passports

seized.

Qatar isn't the only country facing allegations related to this subject, the Russian Federation has also

faced extreme backlash in the past, due to them exploiting workers in 2018 whilst constructing their

stadiums. Though FIFA had previously promised to make human rights their center priority for their global

operations, they have only continued to fall short time and time again. The organization has reprimanded

the countries that have proven allegations of worker abuse but have shown no interest in compensating the

families of those who faced an unjust death. Nor have they shown the ability to properly monitor, prevent,



and remedy these issues. Reportedly there has not been a single world cup throughout the years in which

workers have not faced dire and dangerous working conditions.

Another country who faced allegations was Brazil in 2014 in which the workers faced a tragic fate

of death, racism, gentrification, and cultural terrorism (Libcom, 2013). They quickly rushed into finishing

building their stadiums which led to heavy repercussions. As stated by Libcom (2013), in November 2013

two construction workers in Sao Paulo two construction workers were killed when a crane collapsed onto

the vehicle they were sitting in. The families of the victims told Brazilian media that the workers were

forced to work seven days a week with nearly no breaks in order to prepare the stadiums before the

deadline. As seen in all the cases Fifa showed a lack of concern considering the impact and outlash that this

modern day slavery of the migrant workers would cause.

V. Current Issues

Qatar

Qatar is the hosting country for the FIFA World Cup 2022, therefore there is a large need for

infrastructure within the country. Due to this fact, Qatar has employed over 30,000 foreign workers to build



the stadiums.(BBC, 2021) However, their treatment of their workers has a lot of faults, this is mostly

shown in their efforts to prevent people from leaving their jobs. There are reports that workers live in

decrepit conditions, their passports and documentation are confiscated, and they are forced to pay fees that

significantly lower their income. Previous to the Qatar World Cup, Qatar established Kafala that is a

sponsorship system that was activated in 2017, this system consistently made it difficult for workers to

switch jobs. Due to pressure from the Human Rights Watch, this system was abolished in 2021, however its

principles are still shown in how workers are treated today. According to the ILO (International Labour

Organization), after the Qatar bid, 50 workers died in 2020 and just over 500 were severely injured, with

37,600 suffering mild to moderate injuries (ILO, 2021). This persistent abuse has led to protest, however

those who protest are deported. This issue is ongoing and is an issue that has prevailed on to the global

scope.

Russian Federation

The 2018 FIFA World Cup, hosted by Russia, was also surrounded by controversy regarding

workers' rights. Reported by Human Rights Watch, 17 people died building stadiums , they also reported

consistent abuse and poor working conditions for those working on infrastructure. Adding on to the FIFA

World Cup Deaths, there were also 70 workers that died in another large-scale sporting event in Russia, the



2014 Olympics (Longman,2017). Due to the exposure surrounding the attacks, Russia launched a

surveillance program to monitor working conditions for infrastructure workers, however the results of these

investigations were not transparent and protected by FIFA. The prevalence of abuse and corruption led to

protests and strikes that were promptly silenced by security.

United States of America

The United States of America are set for hosting the 2026 FIFA World Cup. Morocco and the US

were both contenders for the next host, although, due to internal evaluations by FIFA, certain risk factors

for the US were identified by their risk area and merit-based system. The specific risk areas identified for

the United States were human rights, labor standards, and government support. To the workers' benefit the

US, Mexico, and Canada, are nations with already well established infrastructure and stadiums. Due to the

previous fact, their bid for the FIFA World Cup 2026 won against Morocco. The task of the US is now

properly investing in infrastructure while protecting their workers.

VI. Relevant International Action

In November of 2017, Qatar signed an agreement with the ILO. They are now working with the Qatar

authorities on reforms such as the sponsorship system, worker voice, health, safety, recruitment, access to



justice and pay. Since this, the government has approved new legislations aimed towards the benefit of

migrant workers. In 2020, the UN High Commissioner Office for Human Rights established Laws 18 and 17

which effectively dissolved the Kafala labor system, that practically served as a non compete agreement that

prevented migrant infrastructure workers from transferring jobs. The eradication of the Kafala labor system led

to large improvements to workers' rights for those involved in infrastructure for Qatar 2022. The UNHRC and

other independent human rights organizations like Human Rights Watch have observed Qatar's constant forced

labor and work abuse that occurs during the preparation for the FIFA World Cup. Past legal efforts and current

investigation and media exposure conducted by these organizations has aided the migrant workers to have a

proper representation. These efforts have currently aided the issue, however this issue is still currently

developing.



VII.Guiding Questions

1. What monitoring systems has your delegation established to protect workers' rights?

2. What are the basic guidelines all employers should follow with their workers?

3. How has your country reacted against worker abuse in the past?

4. If your country hosted the FIFA World Cup, what procedures were placed to keep workers safe?

5. What could FIFA do to prevent worker injury during mass construction?

6. What have been previous interventions the UNHRC has made related to worker exploitation?

7. What guidelines does your delegation have to prevent worker abuse?

8. What is your delegation’s current tourism infrastructure status?
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